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Design Office:
Area: 1,630 sf open-office space, 21 workstations and ceiling at 27 feet
Luminaires: (8) P204-6XS4-L-EL15-1-1E-XX-35 and (1) P204-95S8-L-EL15-1-1G-XX-35
Mounting: Custom centerline bridge stanchions on Haworth “Reside” desking
Illuminance: 50fc on work surfaces
Power density: 0.21 W/sf supplemental task lighting
Controls: Integral on/off switches

tambient Style P204
Shlemmer Algaze Associates is
a commercial interior design and
architecture firm with offices in
southern California and New Jersey.
SAA’s focus is increasingly designdriven, evidenced by their new offices
in the lobby space of City National
Plaza. The landlord hoped to make the
ground floor vibrant with color and
activity, but prohibited any alterations
to the existing ceilings, downlights
and window wall. SAA’s solution
presents bright, visible reception and
work areas that spark a dialog with
activity on the street and surrounding
plaza.
The narrow 3,752 sq. ft. space
consists of a freestanding curved
inner building containing a conference
room, copy/printing area, library/
materials area, and kitchen/break
area. On the other side of the aisle,
a row of sleek bench workstations
and a reception desk stand next
to the 26' high exterior windows.
Simple materials — plaster, laminate
and MDF — afforded precision
details without great expense. The
custom carpet is an abstraction of
the 1748 Nolli map of Rome, a theme
introduced by a milled abstraction of
the Piazza Navona in Rome on the
reception area partition.
To accommodate SAA’s lease
agreement, the build out was
designed and completed in just 16
weeks.

The open workspace receives an abundance of natural light during the
day. Otherwise, the original recessed downlights provide a modest
level of ambient light. The only lighting added in the studio spaces are
tambient Style P204 task lights which are used during the early and late
hours of the day.

Each 61" long P204 luminaire utilizes a single 28-watt T5 lamp and
symmetrical reflectors to illuminate two work surfaces while linear
prismatic lenses reduce veiling reflections. The custom in-line support
stanchions rise from a slot between the surfaces along with the
illuminated orange privacy screens that punctuate the space.

As featured in May 2012 issues of Contract and
Interior Design® magazines.
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